THE SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR GROUP
SUBMITS THE FOLLOWING
SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR FOR
Tuesday, May 18, 2021

SB 2-A  GB by Hutson
(Linked S 00004A, S 00008A, S 00010A, S 00016A, Identical H 00001A, Compare H 00003A, H 00007A)
Implementation of the 2021 Gaming Compact Between the Seminole Tribe of Florida and the State of Florida

SB 4-A  GB by Hutson
(Linked S 00002A, S 00006A, Similar H 00003A, Compare H 00005A, S 00010A, S 00016A)
Gaming Enforcement

SB 6-A  GB by Hutson
(Linked S 00004A, Identical H 00005A, Compare H 00003A)
Public Records and Public Meetings/Florida Gaming Control Commission

SB 8-A  GB by Hutson
(Linked S 00002A, Identical H 00007A, Compare H 00001A)
Gaming

SB 16-A  GB by Hutson
(Linked S 00002A, S 00018A, Similar H 00009A, Compare H 00001A, S 00004A)
Fantasy Sports Contest Amusement Act

SB 18-A  GB by Hutson
(Linked S 00016A, Similar H 00011A, Compare H 00009A)
Fees/Fantasy Contest Operator License